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KITCHENS

Where precious moments are created
Special offers on all kitchens now on

The art of everyday living.
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INNOVATIONS

What’s new in textures and colours

Joinwell

The Loft Collection is the newest addition to our
kitchen portfolio, recently launched by our Italian
partners Arrex Cucine. The collection includes :
4 different oak veneers
4 concretes, referred to as Loft Wall
5 matt soft-touch (solid colours)
The different stains of oak, consisting of Pepe (dark as seen on opposite page), Cotto (medium), Natural
(light) and white have been designed to suit different
styles making the collection incredibly versatile. The
same finish can be used to create an elegant kitchen,
as well as one which has an industrial look. Moreover,
this collection can be combined with any other
material be it matt, gloss, or any other finish.

Produced by Printex Ltd.

Like many other kitchens in our portfolio, the Loft can
be designed with or without handles and is available
in XXL version. This means that cupboards are higher
than standard and are accompanied by a lower and
neater plinth giving clients extra storage.
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On Trend

Once associated with palaces, museums and buildings
of prestige, marble has made a huge comeback in the
home and has been found to make a stunning feature in
contemporary kitchen settings.
With a number of marbles to choose from, which look fits
your style best? Could it be Calacatta or Carrara? Better
still, does marble fit well into your lifestyle? Here’s how
you’ll know.
A Natural Stone
Marble is a metamorphic rock, which means ‘rock that
has changed’. Metamorphic rocks are formed from other
materials already existing on the earth’s surface. Marble is
formed from limestone, and shares many of its properties.
The beautiful and unique patterns in natural marble are a
major reason for its value, formed by deposits of minerals
which existed in the limestone before it was affected by
extreme heat and pressure in the earth’s crust. The minerals
reacted to the pressure differently than the stone did,
forming veins and patterns. Marble is found around the
world but four countries (Italy, Spain, China and India)
quarry almost half of the world’s marble.
As each seam of marble is formed by a unique set of
circumstances, marble from different quarries is often
strikingly different. This natural patterning is unrepeatable:
each slab is completely unique. This is why marble can be
hard to match, so it’s important to make sure you order
enough for your whole project at once.
The different looks
Thanks to the presence of various minerals and salts, marble
takes on many stunning natural colours, from purest white
to shimmering greens. Different colours are caused by

different substances. One may choose between pure white
marble for a clean look, greyish or brownish veins (such as
Carrara, Eureka or Calacatta), or dark slabs like Emperador
for a more dramatic effect. Marble can be used both for
kitchen splashbacks or worktops, or can also be used to
clad walls, depending on the impression you’re after.
Practicality
Marble is a porous stone, so it scratches easily, absorbs
stains and most especially sensitive to acidic chemicals.
For these reasons real marble is not the ideal choice for
a kitchen worktop since this area of the kitchen is the one
most exposed to different acids found in foods, such as
citrus, coffee, tomatoes, vinegar and wine.
A marble worktop can be finished as either polished or
brushed – while the latter is less impressive due to the lack
of shine, it is a little easier to maintain as it is slightly less
absorbant.
Alternative Solutions
While marble may not be our top choice for kitchen worktops,
we do recognize the fact that it can make a stunning kitchen
feature. There are various alternatives to marble with similar
texture and grain details, but which are more hard-wearing
for the everyday use. Corian and quartz, which are widely
known for their practicality when it comes to counter tops,
have various options of marble look-alike finishes. By using
any one of these materials, one can easily achieve a look
which is comparable to real marble, but with the excellent
properties that these materials have.
All this information can be discussed with our design
team when choosing the materials for your kitchen, to
guide you in making the right choices for your lifestyle.
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AV6000
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Oxford
Malaga
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Ideas
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Tetrim

Dine in
Style with
Madera

Scopia

Vision by now!
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Marcopolo

Sonny

Artistico

Millennium

Clara
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Make your nights beautiful

Multi Bedroom

Cadeo

Systema 25

Multiset
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Road Race
Give your baby
the best beginning

From Changing Table
to a Junior Desk

From Junior Desk
to School Desk

A Desk that lasts
for a Lifetime
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Autumn Collection at
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